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Abstract 
We show that any finite mixed Lie algebra in the sense of Lazard, of characteristic p and 
length 3, is the associated graded of some finite p-filtered group. This amounts to calculating the 
second mod p cohomology group of a p-group of p-class 2 in terms of the mixed Lie algebra 
associated to its Frattini filtration. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Classification: 20D15, 20506 
0. Introduction 
Let p be a prime number and G be a p-group. The Frattini Jiltration (also called 
lower p-series) of G is defined recursively as follows: 
@,G=G; @~+IG=(@,,G)PIG,@,,G] for n2 I. (1) 
Let gr:G = @,,G/@,,+r G be the associated grade of the Frattini filtration: this is a 
graded F,-vector space, where Fp is the field with p elements. But gr@G = @ grf’G is 
endowed with two extra structures: 
l Bilinear mappings [, ] : gr:G x grfG + grz+,G, i,j 2 1, induced by the commutator 
map in G; 
l a degree 1 operator q : gr:G + gr:+, G, induced by “raising to the p-th power” in G. 
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These data are subject to the following relations: 
(1) [ , ] is alternating and satisfies the Jacobi identity; 
(2) for x,y~grzG, 
4(x + Y) = 
{ 
4(x) +4(Y) if p>2 or n>l, 
q(x) + q(y) + [x, y] if p = 2 and n = 1; 
(3) for (x,y)EgrzG x gr:G, 
Mx), Yl = 
db> VI) if p>2 or m>l, 
q([x,y])+[x,[x,y]] if p=2 and m=l. 
In other terms, gr@G defines a graded mixed Lie algebra in the sense of Lazard 
[ 131. If f : G + H is a group homomorphism, f induces a homomorphism 
gr@ f : gr@G 4 gr@H 
which commutes with [, ] and q. 
Those mixed Lie algebras of the form gr@G have one further property: they are gen- 
erated in degree 1 (as algebras with operators). Denoting by (p-groups) the category 
of p-groups, by A9 the category of finite dimensional mixed Lie algebras and by 
??A_%’ the full subcategory of mixed Lie algebras generated in degree 1, we therefore 
have a functor 
gr’ : (p - groups) + 59&S? 
G H gr@G. 
This functor is of great interest in 
to ask: 
the study of the structure of p-groups. It is natural 
Question. Is gr@ essentially surjective? 
In other terms, given a (finite dimensional) mixed Lie algebra A generated in 
degree 1, is there a p-group G such that gr@G is isomorphic to A? 
The aim of this paper is to give a partial answer to this question. Let us say that a 
p-group G has p-class < n if @,,+ 1G = { 1 }, and that a mixed Lie algebra A = (A,), 2 1 
has length < n if A, = 0 for i > II. Let (p-groups) 5 n (resp. SM.9 ‘“) be the full 
subcategory of (p-groups) (resp. 9AP’) consisting of p-groups of p-class 5 n (resp. 
algebras of length 5 n). Then gr@ restricts to a functor 
for all n 2 1. Trivially, gr$ , is essentially surjective (it is an equivalence of categories!) 
and it is a (nontrivial) folk result that grl 2 is essentially surjective. Our main result is: 
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Theorem. gr& is essentially surjective. _ 
Actually we prove a little more than this. As Lazard, we consider the category 
(Fil) of p-jiltered groups (Definition 3.1) and prove that the corresponding functor 
(Fil)- < 3 grz ~2’9 < 3 is essentially surjective (Theorem 8.5). This says that any mixed 
Lie algebra of length 3 (generated in degree 1 or not) is the associated graded of some 
p-filtered group. 
This paper is organised as follows. Section 1 is devoted to some facts on cate- 
gories and functors, that we use extensively in this paper. Categories and functors 
are for us both technically and conceptually convenient. In Section 3, we essen- 
tially recall Lazard’s elementary theory of p-filtered groups and mixed Lie algebras, 
in the special case of integral filtrations. In Section 4 we introduce our main tool: 
the functor s,, left adjoint to the ftmctor “truncation at order n” on mixed Lie alge- 
bras. In Section 6 we relate s, to group extensions, hence to degree-2 cohomology. 
In Sections 8 and 9 we state and prove the main theorem. Its original proof by the 
second author was a difficult cohomological computation (cf. Remark 8.8); here it is 
replaced by a more elementary group-theoretic proof, whose heart is Lazard’s theorem 
that the Frattini algebra of a free group is free. Finally, in Section 10, we exam- 
ine how to ‘enrich’ the mixed algebra structure in order to refine a version of gr 5 ’ 
into an equivalence of categories, at least for n < 3, using structures reminiscent of 
the secondary cohomology operations of algebraic topology; this section is somewhat 
inconclusive. 
The proof of the key result of this paper Theorem 8.7, as well as certain construc- 
tions, are performed here by ad hoc methods, so to say “by hand”. It seems likely, 
however, that all this should be explained by relations between the (co)homology of 
p-groups and that of mixed Lie algebras. We hope to develop the latter theory and 
investigate these relations in a future paper. 
Notation and terminology. (1) Throughout the paper, we fix a prime number p. 
(2) As in [7,8], for a group G and g,h E G, we write [g,h] = g-‘K’gh and gh = 
h-‘gh. 
(3) There are two opposite conventions for the use of the term “extension”, in group 
theory and homological algebra. We choose the latter convention. So, in this paper, a 
group G is an extension of H by N if N is a normal subgroup of G with quotient H, 
or equivalently if there is a short exact sequence 1 4 N -+ G + H + 1. 
(4) We denote by H*(G,A) the cohomology of a group G with coefficients in a 
G-module A. When A = Z/p with trivial action, we sometimes abbreviate this notation 
into H*(G) or H*G. 
The reader should be careful that we use the word “complete” in two different 
contexts: complete categories (Definition 1 .l ) and complete p-filtered groups 
(Definition 3.3). 
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1. Representability 
In this section, we recall some well known and not-so-well-known facts about cate- 
gories and functors. The main reference we use is Mac Lane’s book [14], except for 
terminology which is sometimes a little different and more relaxed. Notably we note 
Homv(A,B) rather than Mac Lane’s %?(A,B) for the set of morphisms in a category 
%7. We also prefer the more traditional ‘inverse limit’ to Mac Lane’s “limit”. 
Definition 1.1. A category 97 is complete if all inverse limits (indexed by a small 
category) are representable in %?. 
Proposition 1.2 (Mac Lane [14, Corollary 2 to Theorem V.2.21). A category V is 
complete tf and only tfproducts and equalisers of two arrows A 3 B are representable. 
Definition 1.3. Let %? and 9 be two categories and T : %? + 9 a functor. 
(a) T is faithful if, for all X, YE %7, the map Hom#, Y) + Homp( T(X), T(Y)) is 
injective. 
(b) T is furl if, for all X, Y ES’, the map Horn&Y)+ Homp(T(X), T(Y)) is 
surjective. 
(c) T is essentially surjective if, for all YE 9, there exists XE%’ such that T(X) 
is isomorphic to Y. 
(d) T is an equivalence of categories if there exists U : 9 4 V such that U o T and 
T o U are naturally isomorphic respectively to Zdw and Idp. 
Traditionally, we say that a fimctor is fully faithful (or faithfully full) if it is both 
full and faithful. 
Proposition 1.4 (Mac Lane [14, Theorem. IV.4.11). A functor is an equivalence of 
categories tf and only tf it is full, faithful and essentially surjective. 
Definition 1.5. Let $7 be a category and X a class of objects of %?. The&l1 subcategory 
of %? determined by X is the unique subcategory 9 of %? such that: 
l Ob(S)=T; 
l for X, YE%, HomQ(X, Y) = Horn<& Y). 
The inclusion %?w $8 is then fully faithful. 
Definition 1.6. Let %? and 9 be two categories and T: V + 9, U : 9 + V be two 
functors. 
(a) T is left adjoint to U if there exists a natural transformation q : Id% - UT such 
that, for all (X, Y)E%? x 9, the composite map 
Hom9( T(X), Y) + Horn%%% UT(X), U(Y)) L Home(X, U(Y)) 
is bijective. We also say that U is right adjoint to T. This v] is called the unit of the 
adjunction. 
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(b) T is a section of U if UT is naturally equivalent to Idv. We also say that U is 
a retraction of T. 
Lemma 1.7 (Mac Lane [14, Theorem IV.1.21). T is left adjoint to U tf and only if 
there exists a natural transformation E : TU + Id9 such that the composite map 
Homw(X, U(Y)) + Homg( T(X), TU( Y)) % Homp( T(X), Y) 
is bijective. If this is the case, this bijection coincides with that of Definition 1.6. The 
transformation E is called the counit of the adjunction. 
Definition 1.8. Let %, 9, T, U be as in Definition 1.6. 
(a) T is a left adjoint-right inverse of U if it is left adjoint to U and is a section 
of U through the unit of the adjunction. 
(b) T is a left adjoint-left inverse of U if it is left adjoint to U and is a retraction 
of U through the counit of the adjunction. 
Definition 1.9 (Maclane [14, p. 1501). A functor T : %f + 9 reflects isomorphisms if, 
for any morphism u of %, u is an isomorphism% T(u) is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 1.10. A full functor T : V + 9 reflects isomorphisms tf and only tf, for any 
XEV, T-‘(Idr(x,) C Auk(X). 
Proof. Necessity is clear. To see sufficiency, let X, YE % and let u E Homs(X, Y) be 
such that T(u) is an isomorphism. By the fullness of T, there exists v~Homcd( Y,X) 
such that UVE T-‘(Idr(r)) and VUE T-‘(Zd T(X)). By the hypothesis, uv and vu are 
isomorphisms. In particular, u is left and right-invertible, hence is an isomorphism. 0 
We finally state and prove a proposition which looks classical, but that we have not 
been able to trace in the literature. As the proof shows, the hypothesis that the base 
ring is a field is not necessary except for b), where we could restrict to projective 
modules in the general case. Compare [19] and [14, p. 1931. Let (Sets) (resp. (Ah)) 
denote the category of sets (resp. of abelian groups). 
Proposition 1.11. Let F be a field and VectF the category of vector spaces over F. 
(a) Any additive functor T : vect,V + (Ab) refines uniquely into an F-linear endo- 
functor of VectF followed by the forgetfiil functor VectF 4 (Ab). 
(b) Any F-linear endofunctor T of VectF is of the form V ++ To 8 FV fbr some 
To E VectF. 
(c) Let S, T be two F-linear endofunctors of VectF, given by S(V) = 5’0 @F V and 
T(V) = TO @ F V after 6. Denote by Sl(sets), TicsetS) their composition with the forgetful 
functor VectF + (sets). Then, in the sequence 
HomF(& TO) + How~ct,(X T> + Hoqs,tS)(Sl(set.+ TI(s~~~)), 
both maps are bijective. 
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(d) Let T be an F-linear endofiinctor of VectF and S a subjiinctor of TCsetsj (i.e. 
S(V) is a subset of T(V) for all V), which commutes with jkite products. Then S 
refines into a unique subfunctor of T (i.e. S(V) is a subvector space of T(V) for 
all V). 
Proof. (a) Let V E VectF. Any 1 E F defines an endomorphism of V, hence by functori- 
ality an endomorphism T(A) of T(V). For ,I, I.’ E F, we clearly have T(U’) = T(I)T(A’) 
and (by additivity) T(A + A’) = T(A) + T(1’). Hence T(V) inherits a structure of an 
F-vector space, which is obviously natural in V. 
(b) Set TO = T(F); let V E VectF. Any VE V defines an F-linear map 
hence an F-linear map 
To-,T(V) 
which is obviously linear in v. So we have defined a map 
V --t HoWTo, T(V)) 
which corresponds by adjunction to a map 
To@FV+T(V). 
For V = F, this map is the identity, hence, by additivity of T, it is an isomorphism 
for V =F(‘), all I. Since every F-vector space has a basis, it is an isomorphism for 
all V. 
(c) The bijectivity of the first map is clear, as is the injectivity of the second one. 
To see its surjectivity, let q : Sl(sets) --) Tlcsets) be a natural transformation. We want 
to show that, for all V, nr is F-linear. It is enough to show that it is additive, as 
it commutes with the action of F by natural@. This follows from the commutative 
diagram 
S(V 63 V) 
ww 
- T(V@V) 
1 I 1 I 
S(V)@S(V) 3 T(V)@ T(V) 
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where, for any W E VectF, Cw : W @ W + W is the addition map, by observing that the 
big and top square commute and that compositions of the two columns are, respectively, 
S(Cv) and T(Cv). 
(d) It is enough to show that, for all V, S(V) is closed under addition. This follows 
from the commutative diagram (analogous to the above): 
S(V@V) - T(V@V) 
Wj nT)i 
S(V) - T(V). 
Remark 1.12. Part of Proposition 1 .l 1 can be stated as follows: in the sequence 
VectF 5 HomF( VectF, VectF) A Homz( VectF, (Ab)) L Hom( VectF, (Sets)), 
where HomF (resp. Homz) denotes F-linear (resp. additive) functors, a(To) = TO @F- 
and /I, y are induced by the forgetful functors, CI and B are equivalences of categories 
(a quasi-inverse of c( being T ++ T(F)) and y is fully faithful. 
2. Grouptheoretic relations 
In this section, we record four well-known relations that we shall use in the sequel: 
[a, bcl = [a, cl[a, blC, [b,u] = [a,b]-1 
[7, Hilfsatz II. 1.21 
(~6)~ = uPbP (mod y2(H)py,(H)), 
(ub)2 = u2b2[u, b-‘lb2, 
where H = (a, b) and y* is the descending central series [8, Lemma VIII.l.l] 
[[u,b-‘],c]b[[b,c-l],u]C[[c,u-l],b]a = 1 
(Witt’s identity) [7, Satz 111.1.4] 
[a, W = ia, bY’(mod Y~WY’Y,(W), 
[a, b21 = ia, b12b, bl, bl, 
where H is as above [8, Lemma VIII.l.l]. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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3. p-filtered groups and mixed Lie algebras 
Definition 3.1. 1. Let G be a group. A p-filtration on G is a nonincreasing sequence 
of normal subgroups (G(“)),> 1 such that 
(a) G(‘) = G. 
(b) [G@), GG)] c G(m+n); 
(c) G@)p C G(“+‘). 
A p-filtered group is a group provided with a p-filtration. 
2. Let (G, (G(“))) and (H, (#“I)) be two p-filtered groups. A p-morphism between 
them is a group homomorphism f : G + H such that f(G(“)) C H(“) for all n > 1. 
We denote by (Fil) the category whose objects are p-filtered groups and morphisms 
are p-morphisms. 
Remark 3.2. These definitions coincide with Lazard’s [ 13, 11.1.1 .l and II. 1.2. lo], 
except that we only consider integral p-filtrations here. 
Definition 3.3. A p-filtered group (G, (G”‘))) IS complete if the natural homomorphism 
G + lim G/G(“) . IS an isomorphism. We denote by (File) the full subcategory of (El) 
consiszg of complete filtered groups. 
Remark 3.4. The assignment G H G = lim G/G(“) defines a functor (Fil) + (File) (the 
completion functor). This functor is evid&rtly a left adjoint-left inverse of the inclusion 
functor (File) C (Fil). 
Example 3.5. For any group G, the Frattini jiltrution (1) of G (see introduction) iS 
a p-filtration on G [8, Theorem VIII.1.51. If G is finitely generated, it is complete if 
and only if it is a pro-p-group. 
3.6. Let (groups) be the category of groups. There is a forgetful functor 
(Fil) -----f (groups) 
(G,(G(“))) - G 
Theorem 3.7. The forgetful jicnctor of 3.6 has us a left adjoint-right inverse 
functor @: G++(G,(@,G)), where @,G is the Frattinijiltration of Example 3.5. 
Proof. We have to check an equality, for GE (groups) and (H,(H(“))) E (Fil): 
Hom(,,,,,)(G,H) = Hom(FiI)((G, (CG)), (H,(H’“‘))). 
By forgetting p-filtrations, the right set is contained in the left one. Conversely, 
the 
the 
axioms (a)-(c) of Definition 3.1 and the definition of the Frattini filtration show that 
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any homomorphism form G to H maps @,G to H cn) for all n > 1. Finally, @ obviously 
is also a right inverse of the forgetful functor. 
3.8. Let G, H be two objects of (Fil) and r an integer > 0. We define an equivalence 
relation .%‘, on Hom(Fi,)(G, H) as follows: 
u=v(mod2’,) @ for all i> 1 and gEG(‘), c(g)-‘u(g) E H(‘+‘). 
It is readily checked that this indeed defines an equivalence relation, which is com- 
patible with composition of filtered morphisms. 
Denote by (Z?l)r the category whose objects are p-filtered groups and, for G, H two 
p-filtered groups, Hom(F,/)r(G, H) = Hom(Fil,(G, H)/gr. We therefore have an inverse 
system of full “forgetful” functors: 
--f (Fil), 4 . ..(Fil)._, ---) ... -(FiQl -(Fil)O 
where (Fil)~ is the trivia1 category where all Horn sets have one element. For asthetical 
reasons, one should probably introduce the limit category 
with the same objects and, for G,H two p-filtered groups, 
Hom(E!,(G, H) = 12 Hom(F,l)?(G,H). 
_Note that the canonical mnctors (Fil) 4 (FiE),. imluce a “completion” functor (Fil) + 
(Fil) such that the composite (Filc)-+(Fil)+(Fil) is fully faithful. In practice this 
refinement will not be necessary here, as we shall almost only consider groups of finite 
p-length. 
Proposition 3.9 shows that one does not lose too much information by passing from 
(El) to (Fil),: 
Proposition 3.9. The jiunctor (File) --f (File), (hence also all jiinctors (File) + (File), 
and (File), + (File),, r > s) rejects isomorphisms. 
Proof. Since the functor is full, it suffices by Lemma 1. IO to show: 
Lemma 3.10. Let G E (File) and u E EndcFirc)(G) be such that u E ZdG (mod %!I ). Then 
u is an automorphism of G (as a filtered group). 
It is enough to see that the induced morphism u, E End(G/G(“)) is bijective for 
any n. We do this by induction on n, the case n = I being trivial. Suppose u,, is 
surjective. Let g E G/Gt”+‘) and h E G/G(“+‘) be such that u,+](h) s g (mod Gr”)). By 
assumption on U, un+l(un+l(h)-‘g) = u,+l(h)-‘g, hence gEImu,+i and u,,+I is sur- 
jective. Let g E G such that u(g) E G(“+‘). By induction on n, g E G(“). By assumption 
on u, g-‘u(g) E G(“+‘) and g E G(“+‘), so u,+i is injective. 0 
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We also have: 
Theorem 3.11. The categories (Fil), (File), (Fil), and (Filc)r (r > 0) are all complete. 
Proof. Clearly, arbitrary products are representable in all four categories; by Propo- 
sition 1.2 it suffices to see that equalisers of two morphisms are also representable. 
Let w = (Fil), (File), (FiZ), or (&‘ilc),. (Y > 0), G, H E %? and G 5 H be two morphisms 
in %?. For i > 1, define 
Kc” = 
i 
{g E G(” 1 v(g)-‘u(g) E H(‘+‘)} if 99 = (FiQr or (File),, 
(9 E G(‘) I 4g) = u(g)) if %?=(FiZ) or (File), 
and K=K(‘). If qo:M +G is a morphism in $7, then uocp=uocp in 9? if and only if 
cp(M(‘)) C Kc’) for all i > 1. To show that (K, (Kc’))) is an equaliser for (u, u), it is then 
sufficient to check that (Kc’)) is a p-filtration of K. We do it in the case of (Fil), and 
(FiZc),. (the case of (Fil) and (File) is similar and easier). To check [Kc’), K(j)] c K(‘+j), 
take (g, h) E Kc’) x K(j). Setting CI = v(g)-‘u(g) and /? = u(h)-‘u(h) we have M E H(‘+‘), 
p E H(j+‘) and, using (2): 
u([g, hl) = [u(g)> u(h)1 = [u(sh u(h>Bl 
= [4sb> Pl[4s>, 441pa[~> WIB 
= [4sh B1~(kM1>%, W# 
hence 
u([g, h])-‘u([g, h]) = [v(g)a, j3]““y,h”[u([g, h]), Ba][a, u(h)f E H(‘+j+‘). 
To prove that gp E K(‘+‘), we simply use the trivial estimate 
(~y)~ zxpyp (mod [A,B]) 
for (x, y) E A x B in some ambiant group (with B normal, say). Applying this with 
(x, y,A, B) = (u(g) c( H(‘) H(‘+‘) 3, 2 ), we get 
u(gp) = u(g)p = (u(g)a)p E o(g)pctp (mod [H(‘), H(‘+‘)]) 
hence u(gP)-‘u(gP) E Hci+‘+‘), since [H(i), H(‘+‘)] C H(2’+‘), UP E H(i+‘f’) and i + r + 
1 5 2i + r. 
To finish the proof in the case %7= (File) or (File),., we have to check that K is 
complete. Since Kc’) C. G(l) fo r all i, the filtration (Kc’)) is separated. Let (ki) be a 
sequence of elements of K such that ki E ki+’ (mod Kc’)) for all i. Since G is complete, 
there exists g E G such that g E ki (mod G(“) for all i. Taking i = r + 1, this implies 
‘0-‘u(g) = 4g,+‘)-‘+%+‘)-‘%+’ MS+, ) 
= (4b+1)-‘4h+1 v(g’+‘%s,+l I-‘4&+1> 
where g,+’ = kr;“g E G(‘+‘), hence g E K. 0 
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Remark 3.12. In spite of this result, the reader should bear in mind that the natural 
functors (Fil) -+ (El), and (Fil),7 + (El),. (s > r) are not continuous (do not commute 
with inverse limits), as the above proof shows. So computing an inverse limit in (El), 
does not give in general the same result as in (El). For example, there is an exact 
sequence 
Definition 3.13 (cf. [ 13, 11.1.21). 1. A mixed Lie algebra is a graded F,-Lie algebra 
A = (&),,>I provided with a degree-l operator q :A,, +A,+, satisfying the identities: 
(a> for 4.~ EAR, 
4(x + Y) = 
i 
4(x) + 4(Y) if p>2 or n>l, 
q(x) + q(y) + [x, y] if p = 2 and n = 
(b) for (x, y) EA, x A,, 
[q(x), y]= @6y]) 
if p>2 or m>l, 
q(k ~1) + k b, VII if p = 2 and m = 
1: 
1. 
2. Let (A,) and (B,) be two mixed Lie algebras. A morphism f from A to B is 
a graded homomorphism (fn : A, + B,),~I such that fm+n([a, b]) = [fm(a), ,fn(b)] and 
fm+t (q(a)) = q(Ma)) for (a, b) E A, x 4,. 
We denote by ,&!9 the category whose objects are mixed p-Lie algebras and mor- 
phisms are morphisms of mixed Lie algebras. 
The following lemma follows immediately from the relations: 
Lemma 3.14. Let A be a mixed Lie algebra and a, b two homogeneous elements qf’ A. 
If [a, b] = 0, then [a, q(b)] = 0. In particular, [a, q(a)] = 0. 
Proposition 3.15 (cf. [13, X1.2.1 11). Let G be a p-jiltered group, and set A,, = G’“)/ 
G(“+‘). Then, the commutator and p-power maps in G give A = (A,,),>, the structure _ 
of a mixed Lie algebra gr G. If f : G---f H is a morphism qf p-jiltered groups. it 
induces a morphism gr f : gr G --f gr H of mixed Lie algebras. 
Proof. From the definition of a p-filtration, the A,, are p-elementary abelian, hence 
I$-vector spaces. From (2) we deduce that the composite map 
G(m) x G(“) [J G(“+“) _+Am+n 
induces a bilinear alternating map 
A, x A,, [‘I - A,+,. 
Similarly, (3) shows that the composite 
G(n) 5 G(“+‘) +A,,+, 
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factors as a map 
A, L Al+1 
which satisfies the first identity of Definition 3.13. Finally, the Jacobi identity (resp. the 
second identity of Definition 3.13) follows from the Witt identity (4) (resp. from (5)). 
Definition 3.16. (a) Let A be a mixed Lie algebra and X be a subset of A. The 
subalgebra of A generated by X is the intersection of all mixed Lie subalgebras of A 
containing X. 
(b) We say that A is generated in degree 1 if the subalgebra of A generated by Al 
is A. 
Proposition 3.17. A mixed Lie algebra A is generated in degree 1 if and only if, for 
all n> 1, one has A, =[Al,A,_l] + q(A,_l). 
Proof. The “if” part is obvious, and the “only if” part follows for example from 
[ 12, Lemme 21 and the anticommutativity of the product. 
Example 3.18. If G is provided with its Frattini filtration, we denote by gr@ G the 
associated mixed Lie algebra and call it the Frattini algebra of G. We have: 
Corollary 3.19 (to Proposition 3.17). Let G be a p-jiltered group. Then gr G is gen- 
erated in degree 1 if and only if the jiltration of G is its Frattini jiltration. 
3.20. Proposition 3.15 defines a functor: 
gr : (Fil) --) &5?. 
We note that this functor factors as a faithful hmctor 
gr: (Fil), + 4!‘9 
where (Fil), has been defined in 3.8. This functor will be called the fundamental 
functor. We have the classical 
Proposition 3.21. The restriction to (File), of the fundamental functor reflects 
isomorphisms. 
4. Truncation 
4.1. Let n > 1. We define full subcategories (Fil)l” and &&” of (Fil) and k’9 as 
follows: 
An object (G, (G’“))) of (Fil) is in (Fil)l” if G(“+‘) = 1; 
An object (A,) of &Z9 is in &_S@” if A,,, = 0 for m > n. 
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Note that any group GE (Fil)s” verifies G Pfl = 1; in particular, it is a p-group if 
finite. Also, any GE (Fil)<” is evidently complete. 
4.2. Clearly, (FiZ)ln = (Fil)c”. The following concrete description of (Fil):!, is es- 
pecially useful for 12 = 2. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G,H E (FiZ)ln and Y={u E Hom(Fjr)(G,H)Ju= 1 (mod%-I)}. Then 
V E Hom(gr’G,gr” H) is naturally an Fp-vector space, acts freely on Hom(,ril)(G,H) 
by translation, and Hom(Fir),_, (G, H) N Hom(,q,(G, H)/K 
4.4. The inclusion functor (FiZ)l” + (Fil) (resp. JW~” + J&!Z) has a left adjoint-left 
inverse: the truncation functor 
(Fil) -% (FiZ)<” 
(G,(G’“l))) w (G/G @+I), (G(m)G(“+l)/G(“+I))) 
(resp. 
c&)-+(&l) 
with 
B, = 
1 
A, if m 5 n, 
0 otherwise, 
the maps [ ,] and q on B being the same as on A). It is clear that, for G E (Fil), the 
morphism 
t,gr G - gr(T,G) (6) 
induced by G + T,,G is an isomorphism (although we don’t see a category-theoretic 
reason for this fact!). 
Theorem 4.5 (cf. [13, 11.1.2.91). (a) Let (Vgr) be the category of N - {0}-graded 
F,,-vector spaces. Then the forgetful jiinctor JE? -+ ( Vgr) has a left adjoint F (“free 
algebra on a graded vector space”). 
(b) Let X be a set and FPX the F,-vector space with basis X. Consider FPX as 
a graded F,-vector space concentrated in degree 1. Let 9X be the free group with 
basis X. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 
F(F,X) 1 gr@PX. 
Proof. (a) It is convenient to introduce the category d of N - {0}-graded nonasso- 
ciative F,-algebras with one operator. An object of d consists of a graded vector 
space (An)nk 1, a bilinear graded product . : Ai x Aj --) Ai+j and an operator of degree 1 
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q :Ai +A[+, One does not require the product nor the operator to have any other 
particular properties. A morphism between two objects of d is an Fp-linear map of 
degree 0 which commutes with the two products and qs. The forgetful functor of the 
theorem factors obviously as 
We shall construct a left adjoint of the two intermediate forgetful functors CI and /I; 
the left adjoint F of the theorem will be their composite. 
Left adjoint to 8. Given a graded vector space V = ( K)n>l E (Vgr), we define an 
object A E d by 
A, = 6; 
for n>l, A,=V,$ @ AiCZJAAj@A,-l. 
i+j=n 
The product Ai @ Aj + Ai+j and the operator q : A,_ 1 4 A, are simply given by the 
inclusions of the relevant direct summands. There is a degree-O map of F,-graded vector 
spaces V + A given by the inclusion of the first summand. One checks immediately 
that this construction is functorial and indeed yields a left adjoint to /I. 
Left adjoint to 2. Let A E d. We associate to it the mixed Lie algebra defined as the 
quotient of A by the relations a.a=O, a~(b.c)+b.(c.a)+c~(a.b)=O (a,b,c~A) 
and the relations of Definition 3.13. Again it is easy to check that this defines a left 
adjoint to Z. 
(b) The inclusion in (Vgr) 
induces by adjunction a morphism in J&Y 
F(F,X) -+ gr@ 9X. 
This is the morphism of Theorem 4.5(b). Since it is surjective in degree 1 and 
gr?FX is generated in degree 1 (Proposition 3.19) it is surjective. The difficulty is 
to show it is injective. This is done by Lazard [13, Theorem 11.3.2.51 by using the 
Magnus algebra and the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for mixed Lie algebras (cf. [ 1, 
Section 5, Theorem 31 and its proof). 0 
The following theorem is the central tool of this paper. 
Theorem 4.6. The truncation jiunctor t,, : ~422 + .A!_9~” has a left adjoint-right 
inverse s,. 
Proof. If A E J&.@” and F is the free fimctor of Theorem 4.5(a), denote by a the 
image of a E A in F(A) under the unit (graded vector space-) homomorphism A + F(A). 
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Define s,(A) as the quotient of F(A) by the relations 
k&b1 =[a,> da) =4(a)> 
for (a, b) E A, x A, with m + Y < n. We check that s, is left adjoint to t,,. Indeed, let 
B E hEi? and cp : A + t,,B be a morphism in A’2@‘. Forgetting the algebra structure of 
B and embedding t,B into B as a graded subvector space, we extend cp into a (graded 
vector space-) homomorphism 
cp’:A+B 
which gives by adjunction a mixed Lie algebra homomorphism 
cp”:F(A)+B 
where we consider again B as a mixed Lie algebra. For a, h E A, we have 
qo”([a,) = d[a,bl) = [da), q(b)1 = [d’(a)> d’(b)1 = cp”(k>bl) 
if deg(a) + deg(b) 5 IZ and similarly 
cp”(q0) = V”(&)) 
if deg(a) < IZ - 1. Hence p” factors as a mixed Lie algebra homomorphism q”’ : 
s,A + B. In other words, we have defined a map 
Hom,,y+(A, t,,B) + Hom,dtp(s,A,B). 
On the other hand, the composition 
A+F(A)+s,A 
defines a graded vector space homomorphism whose image sits into t,s,A cs,A. 
By definition of s,A the resulting linear homomorphism 
is a mixed Lie algebra homomorphism (actually an isomorphism). Given now a mixed 
Lie algebra homomorphism s,A -+ B, composition with the former gives a mixed Lie 
algebra homomorphism A + t,,B, hence a map in the other direction 
It is readily checked that composing these maps both ways gives the identity, which 
completes the proof. 
Note that si is a special case of F. 0 
Remarks 4.7. (1) The truncation functor T, : (Fil) + (Fil)<” does not preserve all 
inverse limits (hence does not have a left adjoint). This can be seen by applying it to 
the pair or maps 
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for any p-filtered group G such that G(“+‘) # 1 and G(n+2) = 1. The same counter- 
example applies in the categories (El),. 
(2) The right inverse property of s, relative to tn follows formally from the left 
inverse property of t,, with respect to the inclusion functor J&Y<” i, A??. 
(3) One could give an a priori proof of the existence of s, by applying Freyd’s 
theorem [14, Theorem V.6.21, i.e. noting that tn commutes with all inverse limits and 
checking a “solution set condition”. The explicit construction of S, has the advantage 
of being suited to computation. 
(4) In categorical terms, one can partially explain the construction of s, by a naturally 
commutative diagram 
(Vgr)<” + ( Vv) 
Here U and U,, denote the forgetful fimctors and z,,r, respectively the inclusion and 
truncation functors on graded vector spaces. The two main points seem to be that (i) 
tn and r, commute with U and U,, and (ii) 1, is both left and right adjoint to tn. 
However these remarks don’t completely enlighten the above construction. 
(5) From the construction of s,, it follows that 
l If m 5 n, s,(A), =A, (right inverse property of 3,). 
0 (for n>l) 
%(A),+1 = a3 Ai @A, @A, R, 
i+j=nfl 
where R is the sub-vector space generated by the relations 
(a@b,O)=(-b@a,O), (a,b)EAi XAj, i+j=n+l 
(a@a,O)=O, aEAti (if n + 1 even) 
(uc~[[~,c]+~@[c,u]+c@[u,~],~)=~, (a,h,c;EA, XAj XAk, i+j+k=n+ 1 
and 
(u@q(b),O)= (oyqua,bl) C if p>2 or i>l (b@[u,b],q([u,b])) if p=2 and i=l, 
(a,b)EAi XAj,i+j=n. 
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0 (for n=l) 
s1(‘4)2 = 
A*Ai @Ai if p>2, 
r2(A, > if p=2. 
On the other hand, it becomes more and more complicated to describe s,(A),+i in 
terms of A as i increases. In practice one tries to use e.g. Proposition 4.14. 
4.8. Instead of shuttling between A&Y and J&‘_@“, we can shuttle between .A’_@ and 
A’_C@’ for m 5 n. It is clear that the left adjoint t,,,n of the inclusion JzYZZ’~@’ -+ A_@’ 
is given by tm restricted to A’_@“. In view of the left adjoint property of tnr we have: 
Proposition 4.9. Let m <n. The truncation functor tm,n :dl1Ip~” + JzE@” has a left 
adjoint s,,,~, given by tn OS,. 
Corollary 4.10. Let BE J&@’ and A =s,B. Then, for any n 2 m, the counit 
morphism 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. From the obvious isomorphism of functors 
tnl=tin,notn 
we get by adjunction an isomorphism of functors 
S,=S,OSm,n=S,otnoSm. 0 
4.11. Let GE (Fil). The inverse of the isomorphism (6) 
grT,,G z t,,grG 
yields by adjunction a morphism 
s,(grT,G) 3 grG. (7) 
We have: 
Proposition 4.12. For any group G (provided with its Frattini filtration) and any 
n > 1, the homomorphism (7) 
s,(gr@T,G) + gr@G 
is surjective. In particular, for r >n, dimFp gr:G < dimFp s,,(gr’T,,G),.. 
This follows from Proposition 3.19 and the surjectivity of the map in degree 1. 
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(Proposition 4.12 can be interpreted as follows: let G be a group of p-length IZ. 
For any G such that T,,G E G, the dimension of the higher Frattini quotients of G is 
bounded only in terms of s,(gr@G).) 
From Theorem 4.5(b) and Corollary 4.10, we also get: 
Proposition 4.13. Let G be a free group. Then, for all n 2 1, the homomorphism (7) 
sn(gr@TnG) --f gr@G 
is an isomorphism. 
The following proposition and corollary are important in practice. 
Proposition 4.14. Let A E J&C@‘, generated in degree 1. Then s,(A) is generated in 
degree 1. 
Proof. Let B be the mixed subalgebra of s,(A) generated by s,(A), =Al. By 
Remark 4.7 (5) and the hypothesis, B, = s,(A), = A, for m < n. In particular, t,(B) = A. 
Hence the counit s,t, ---f Id yields a homomorphism 
cp E Hom.l&,(A ), B) 
which is right inverse to the inclusion B L--, s,(A). Therefore this inclusion is sutjective 
and B = s,(A). 
Corollary 4.15. Let A E &Y<“, generated in degree 1. Then 
with R’=Rn(A, @A,@A,), 
n = 2, unconditionally on A. 
where R is as in Remark 4.7(5). The same holds fbr 
Proof. This follows from Propositions 3.17 and 4.14 (the claim for n = 2 follows from 
the anticommutativity of the product). 
5. An example 
Let p = 2 and M be the group of 2-class 2 defined by generators and relations by 
M= (n1,n2,el,ez,.h,fi,f2 I [n~~fjl=[ei~fjl=fi2=1~ 
[nl,n2l=[el,n2l=[e2,nll=l, [e~,e2l=fofif2, 
[el,nl]=n:=f~.fi, [e2,n2l=n~=.fof2, ef==eZ=fo) 
For a p-group G, let d(G) be the minimum number of generators of G. Recall 
[lo, Appendix] that G is called d-maximal if d(H) <d(G) for any proper subgroup H 
of G. One can show that, up to isomorphism, A4 is the only 2-class 2d-maximal 2-group 
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withd(M)=4suchthats~(gr~M)~~~~*(cf.[11,15]).WehavecP(M)=(f~,f~,f2). 
Keeping the same notation for generators, gr@M has the following presentation: 
g&M= (et,e2,nl,n2); 
g&M== (fl,f2T.f3); 
de1 > = de21 = .#o, q(m)=fo+f1, dn*>=fo+“fi; 
[el,e2l=h+fi +A [el,ml=f0+fi, [e2,n21 =f0 +f2, 
[e~,~2l=[e2,~il=[~1,~21=0. 
We shall prove: 
Proposition 5.1 (Kahn [ll], Minh [15]). One has sz(gr@‘M)3 E Z/2 and s2(gr@M)i = 
0 jbr i>3. 
Proof. Let A =s2(gr’M), so that, as seen above, t*(A) =gr’M. Using if necessary 
Lemma 3.14, we have the following relations in A: 
[el, f01 = [el, de] >I = 0, 
[e2, f01 = [e2, de2 >I = 0, 
[nl,fol= [nl,q(e2)1 =O, 
[n2, hl = [n2, de1 )I = 0, 
~~l,fll=~~l,fo+fll=~~l,s~~l~1=~, 
~~l,f21=~~l,fo+f21=~~1,~~~2>1=~, 
~~2,fll=~~2,fO+fll=~~2,q~~l~l=~, 
[n*,hl = [n*,.h +f21= [n*,dn*>l= 0, 
[el,f21=[el,f0+f21=[el14(nz)l=0, 
[e2,fil=[e2,f0+fil=[e2,q(nl)l=0. 
[e~,fil=[e~,f0+fil=[e~,4(~1)1=4([ e~,~~l)+[~~,[e~,~~ll=4(fo)+q(fi) 
=[~1,f0+f1+f21=~~1,~~~,~211=4~~~~,~21>+~~2,q~~~~1 
= q([el, e21) + [e2, de2 >I = df0) + dfi > + df2 I 
hence 
similarly 
and so 
[el, fi 1 = [e2, f21 = dfo 1, 
This shows that A3 is generated by g = q(fo), hence dim A3 5 1. Moreover, it is 
clear by Corollary 4.15 that the relations above generate all relations, so that A3 # 0. 
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Finally, to see that Ai = 0 for i> 3, it suffices by Propositions 3.17 and 4.14 to see 
that [Ai,As] =q(A3) =O. But, for any x EAI =gryG: 
[x9 sl = k dfo >I = dk fol> = 0 
and 
6. Truncation, extensions and cohomology 
6.1. Let GE (Ei’Z)Ln and 
(e) l+A+GAG+l 
be an extension. Endow G with the filtration 
G(m) = 
{ 
?I-‘(G@)) ifm < n, 
A ifm=n + 1, 
1 ifm >n + 1. 
With this filtration, GE (Fil)sn+’ if and only if 
AP= 1, 
-(i) -(i) 
[G ,G ]=l for i+j=n+2. 
In particular, A must be central of exponent p. We call such an extension admissible. 
Lemma 6.2. Let A be an elementary abelian p-group and H&,(G,A) the subset of 
H2(G,A) consisting of the classes of admissible extensions (for the p-filtered struc- 
ture of G). Then H,2d,(G, A) is a subgroup of H’(G,A), a contravariant functor in 
G E (Fil)s” and a covariant functor in A E elementary abelian p-groups. 
Proof. The naturality in A and G is obvious. Fixing G, the fact that Hzd,(G, A) is a 
subgroup of H2( G, A) follows from Proposition 1.11 (d) provided we know it commutes 
with products. But given two admissible extensions: 
l+A+G+G+l, l+B+Z“+G+l, 
their fibred product over G 
l-+AxB-tG”+G+l 
is clearly admissible. 0 
Proposition 6.3. If G is provided with its Frattini filtration, then every central 
extension of G by an elementary abelian p-group A is admissible. 
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This follows from the Witt identity and the definition of @,G (in terms of mixed Lie 
algebras, it follows from the relation [grfG,A] = 0, the Jacobi identity and 
Proposition 3.17). Cl 
6.4. Let g be an admissible extension of G with kernel A, and c its class in H,$dm( G,A ). 
We have t,(gr 6) = gr G. The counit of the adjunction (s,, t,) yields a morphism 
and in particular a homomorphism 
Two isomorphic extensions clearly yield the same &A,<. We have therefore defined 
a map 
H&,(G,A) 2 Hom(s,(gr G),+,,A) 
e H &,A,r 
which is covariant in A and contravariant in G (as a p-filtered group). From this and 
Proposition 1.11, we deduce: 
Proposition 6.5. For any A, ~G,A is linear. In particular, jbr A = Z/p we get a canon- 
ical homomorphism 
0~ : f&,,(G Z/P) + b&r G),+l)*. 
For any A, we have ~)G,A = 0~ @ IdA under the canonical isomorphisms H$,(G,A)= 
H&,,(G,ZIP)@A and Hom(s,(grG),+~,A)=(s,(grG),+l)* @A. 
The homomorphism t3, dejines a natural transformation of Ha2dm(-, Z/p) to 
(s,(gr-),,+I)* viewed as functors from (Fii)l” to Fp-vector spaces. 
We agree to sometimes abbreviate the notation H&,,( G, Z/p) into H,&,,(G) or HadmG. 
Remark 6.6. Let GE (Fil). Any homomorphism gr”+‘G + Z/p defines by push-out 
an admissible central extension of T,G by Z/p. Hence a canonical map 
(gr”+‘G)* +H&,,(T,GZIp) 
which is seen to be a homomorphism by the same arguments as above. Composing it 
with OT,G, we get a homomorphism 
(gr”+’ G)* + (s&r ~,G),+I )*. 
One checks immediately from the definitions that this is the (n + 1)-st component 
of the transpose of (7). 
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Proposition 6.7. Let GE (Fil)l”. Then the sequence 
H.&,(G/G’“‘) % H&,,(G) 2 (s,(gr G),+i)*, 
where G/G(“) is considered as an object of (Fil)s”, is exact. 
Proof. Let e E Ker tIo, let 1 + Z/p + e --+ G + 1 be the corresponding extension and 
let Gcn’ be the inverse image of G(“) in G. The assumption implies that G *(‘I is elemen- 
tary abelian and central in G. Let E be a complement of Z/p in G -‘n’, and H = e/E. 
Then H is a central extension of G/G @) by Z/p, whose class lifts as e. Moreover, 
this extension is admissible since e was. This shows that Ker 0~ C Im Inf. The opposite 
inclusion is clear. 0 
As an application, we get a slight improvement of an upper bound due to P.M. 
Neumann [ 17, Corollary 2.21 for IH* 1 of a finite p-group (the reader should compare 
our proof with Neumann’s): 
Corollary 6.8. Let G be a group of order pm with d generators. Then: 
dimrp H*G < dm - f d(d - 1). 
Proof. By induction on the p-length n of G. For n = 1, G is elementary abelian and 
the inequality is an equality by the known cohomology of elementary abelian p-groups. 
Assume n 2 2. The central extension 
Propositions 6.3 and 6.7 yield an exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(@,G) + H2(G/4&G) 5 H*(G) -!% (s,(gr’G),+i)*, 
where the extra injection comes from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence and the 
fact that @,G C Q(G). This gives the inequality: 
dimH*G < dimH2(G/QnG) - dimH’(@,G) + dims,(gr@G),+l. 
Using Corollary 4.15, we have dims,(gr@G) ,,+I < d,(d + l), where d, = dim @,G. 
Moreover, we obviously have dim H’@,G = d,. The corollary follows. 0 
We also have: 
Corollary 6.9 (cf. [ll]). Let A4 be the 2-group of Section 5. Up to isomorphism, 
there are at most 128 2-groups G such that TxG PM. 
Proof. Let G be such that T3G := G/C&G z M. By Proposition 4.12, gr@G is a quotient 
of ss(gr@M). By Proposition 5.1, G is of 2-class 5 3 and @JG has order 1 or 2, hence 
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is represented by a class c E H2M. Arguing as above, we have an exact sequence: 
O+ H’(@(G)) - H*(M/@(M)) % H2(M) % (sz(gr@M)3)*. 
The class c, if it is #O, maps to the nontrivial element E of (sz(gr@M)s)*. 
Since dim(M/@(M)) =4 and dim Q(M) = 3, we have dimH2(M/@(M)) = 10 and 
dim H’(@(G)) = 3. Hence f!&‘(s) has cardinality either 0 or 27 = 128 (Theorem 8.7 
below will show that this cardinality is indeed 128). 0 
Convention 6.10. From now on, we shall restrict to the full subcategories of (Fil) 
(resp. J?‘_Y) which consist of groups with gradually finite associated graded (resp. 
gradually finite algebras). We don’t change the notations (Fil), &‘_Y, etc. 
7. Example: the case n = 1 
Theorem 7.1. The fundamental functor 
gr : (El), + A9 
of 3.20 restricts to an equivalence of categories 
gr12 : (Fil)f* + JZ!!_Y~~. 
Proof. We already know grs* is faithful; by Proposition 1.4 we have to prove that it 
is full and essentially surjective. Essential surjectivity follows from 
Proposition 7.2. Let E be an elementary abelian group, considered as an object of 
(Fil),. Then the homomorphism 0~ : H2E --f (sl(gr E)2)* is bijective. 
This follows from Propositions 6.3 and 6.7, the description of si(grE)~ in 
Remark 4.7(5) and the known cohomology of an elementary abelian p-group. 
It remains to see that grs2 is full. Let G, H E (Fil)i2 and f : gr G + gr H a homo- 
morphism. We want to see that f comes from a filtered homomorphism from G to H. 
Let 1 +Az+G-+AI +l and l-+B2 + H -+BI ---f 1 be the central extensions corre- 
sponding to the p-filtered structures on G and H, c E H2(Al,A2) and d E H2(B1,B2) the 
corresponding cohomology classes and 0(c) E Hom(si(A1)2,&), 8(d) E Hom(si(Bi)2, 
B2) their images under (~A,,A~ and &,,B*. To say that f is a morphism in AZ52 
means that 
H(d)ofl =f2 oe(c)~Hom(sl(A1)2,B2), 
where f, : Al -+ BI and f2 : A2 + 82 are the components of f. The injectivity of i3A,,Bz 
then implies that 
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Let K (resp. L) be the push-out of G by f2 (resp. the pull-back of H by f,). The 
equality f,*d = fz*c means that there exists an isomorphism cp of K onto L which 
induces the identity on Al and B2. We then get a morphism f: G t H in (Fi1)s2 
inducing f by considering the composite: 
1 A A2 A G-----+A, - 1 
1’ B2 - K-A,-1 
(8) 
l- B2 - H- B, - 1. 0 
Corollary 7.3. For G, H E (Fi1)s2, G z H if and only if gr G ? gr H. 
This follows from Propositions 3.9 and 3.21. 
8. The case n = 2 
8.1. For n > 1, the fundamental functor 
is not full, even when restricted to abelian groups. The reason is simple: if Gr , G2 E 
(Fil)<“+’ are abelian and u E Hom(Gt , G2), then gr u certainly respects Ker q. But it 
must also respect the kernel of “secondary operations”, like 
4 . (2) . Ker q f? gr ’ Gi + gr3 GMgr2G, ) 
coming from the finer structure of Gt, G2 (see 10.2), which is not detected by the 
mnctor gr. This makes it easy to construct a counterexample: 
Counterexample 1. Let Gt = Z/p x Z/p x Z/p, with basis (el,ez,es); provide Gr with 
the p-filtration G, (‘) = G,, G(,2) = (e2, e3), Gi3) = (e3). Let G2 = Z/p x Z/p2, with basis 
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(ei, ez), provided with the p-filtration G:‘) = G2, Gy) = (ei, e,“) and Gf) = (e,“). Then 
gr Gi and gr G2 are isomorphic as mixed Lie algebras. But an isomorphism between 
them cannot come from a homomorphism from Gi to Gz, since such a homomorphism 
would necessarily be an isomorphism by Propositions 3.9 and 3.21. One could concoct 
similar nonabelian counterexamples. 
8.2. Here is another argument showing that gr13 is not full; this argument will help 
us construct a counterexample with groups provided with their Frattini filtration. Let ?? 
be of p-class 2, provided with its Frattini filtration. Let c E H2(G), d E H2(G/@(G)) 
and let G, H be the central extensions of G by Z/p respectively defined by c and 
c + Inf(d). By Proposition 6.7 we have gr@G =gr@H, but in general G and H will 
not be isomorphic. More specifically, taking -d = Z/p x Z/p21 
Counterexample 2. Let G = Z/p x ZJp3 and H = (e, f ,c 1 [e, f ] = f P2 = c, et’ = cp = 
[e, c] = [f, c] = 1). Then gr@G ? gr@H, but obviously G 9 H. 
Remark 8.3. If G and H are abelian (of any p-length), then Hom(F;l),(G,H) + 
Hom.Hy(gr@G,gr@H) is bijective. This is easily seen by reducing to the case where G 
and H are cyclic (then both sets have p elements if IGI > lH I and 1 otherwise). This 
shows that one cannot dispense with the noncommutativity of H in Counterexample 2. 
8.4. A solution to this defect would be to enrich the category of mixed Lie algebras 
with the extra structure alluded to above. We will not do this here in general, but will 
give a taste of it in Section 10. But first we shall prove: 
Theorem 8.5. The fundamental functor grs3 : (Fil)f3 + .A?_YS3 is essentially surjec- 
tive. 
Corollary 8.6. Let CC&‘&~ be the full subcategory of AI!63 consisting of mixed 
Lie algebras generated in degree 1, (p - groups)53 the category of p-groups of 
p-length 5 3 and gr:, the composite functor _ 
(p - groups)13 z (Fil)s3 @? .A$!_@~ 
viewed as a functor with values in ?XAY_Y’~ (by Corollary 3.19). Then grz, is essen- 
tially surjective. 
This follows formally from Theorem 8.5 and Corollary 3.19; but it will actually be 
proven directly in Section 9. 
Theorem 8.5 follows from the more precise statement: 
Theorem 8.7. Let G E (Fi1)S2. Then the map 0~ : H&,,(G) + (sz(gr G)3)* is surjec- 
tive. 
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Remark 8.8. Theorem 8.7 is originally due to the second author for groups provided 
with their Frattini filtration. The proof we give here is completely different from the 
original one, that we now summarise for the convenience of the reader. Given a 
p-group G and an elementary abelian subgroup @ of G which is central and con- 
tained in its Frattini subgroup Q(G), there is an exact sequence [ 161 
H2(K) % H2(G) % (H’(K)~H’(~))~PH’(~)~~3(~), 
where K = G/Q and b is the Bockstein homomorphism, refining earlier ones of Iwahori- 
Matsumoto [9], Thong [ 181 and Eckmann-Hilton-Stammbach [2,3], Ganea [4], Gut 
[5] (in homology); compare especially [9, Proposition 1.11, [5, Theorem 2.31. (The 
exactness at H2(G) is used in a guise in the next section, in case 2 of the proof of 
Theorem 8.7.) In the special case where G has p-class 2 and @ = D(G), the map 0 
factors as Ooorc*, where rr* is the transpose of the surjection K ~3 CD@@ A 82(gr@G)3 
of Corollary 4.15. Considering the dual exact sequence 
and identifying the second group to K @ @ $ @, this means that Imp > Ker rc, and the 
issue is to prove that Imp c Ker rc. But K is elementary abelian, so its homology is 
“known”, and the latter is checked by an explicit computation (different for p >2 and 
p=2) on generators of H3(K). 
9. Proof of Theorem 8.7 
Let us introduce here the following terminology: if A is a mixed Lie algebra of 
length n and V is an F,-vector space, we say that a mixed Lie algebra B is a central 
extension of A by V[n + l] if t,,B =A and B,+, = V (this is purely for convenience: it 
is not our intention to develop here the theory of extensions of mixed Lie algebras at 
large). 
The proof proceeds in three steps: 
1. The free case. Let G be a free group, provided with its Frattini filtration. By 
Proposition 4.13 the homomorphism from (7) 
.dgr@Td33 -+gr!G 
is an isomorphism. Dually, the transposed homomorphism 
(grfG)* + (SAgr@TzG)s)* 
is bijective, in particular surjective. By Remark 6.6, this implies that Or+ is surjective 
(in fact it is bijective but we do not need that). 
2. The Frattini case. Let G be a p-class 2 p-group, provided with its Frattini 
filtration. Let E = G/@(G), X a basis of E, 9X the free group with basis X, 9 = 9x1 
@#X and a : 9 + G the natural surjection. Let A = gr@G, 2 a central extension of 
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A by Z/p [3] and B the pull-back of 2 by gr@a (a central extension of gr@.F). By 
case 1, there is a central extension H of 9 by Z/p such that gr@ H ‘v B. Let F = Ker a: 
this is a subgroup of Q(F), which is hence central and elementary abelian. As checked 
inside B, its inverse image fi in H is still central and elementary abelian. Let F’ be a 
complement of Z/p = Ker(H + 9) in p and G = H/F’. Then G is a central extension 
of G by Z/p such that gr@G’-u A”. 
0 - Z/p[3] --i B - gr@9 - 0 
II 1 gr@a 1 
0 --t Z/p[3] - 2 - A - 0 
F:, 
l--i Z/p - F - F -1 
II 1 1 
l--i Z/p - H - 9 -1 
II 1 I 1 
l- Z/p - (f? - G -1 
3. The general case. Let GE (Fi1)s2, E = G/GC2) and F be a complement of Q(G) 
in Gc2). We can find a subgroup H of G such that G = H x F (direct product); then 
H/@(H) NE and Q(H) = Q(G). Let A = gr G and B = gr@H (a subalgebra of A). We 
have: 
A, =B, =E, A2 = Q(G) ~3 F, B2 = G(G). 
Let 2 be an extension of A by Z/p [3]. By restriction to B, this defines an extension 
B of B. By case 2, there is a central extension fi of H by Z/p such that gr@l? E B. 
On the other hand, the mixed algebra structure of 2 gives 
l a pairing [ ,] : E x (G(G) @F) + Z/p; 
l a linear map q : @(G) CE F + Z/p. 
Let K be an (abelian) extension of F by Z/p given by the restriction of q to F. The 
restriction of [ ,] to E x F defines an action of E, hence of I?, on K. Let C = Z/p x Z/p 
be the kernel of the reduction map 
~&K-H x F=G 
and A its diagonal subgroup. Then the group G = I& K/A is a central extension of G 
by Z/p such that grG ~2. 0 
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Remark 9.1. In cohomological terms, the proof of case 3 can be interpreted as follows. 
By the Kiinneth formula, H2G YH*H@H’H@H’P@H~F, and H&G is the subgroup 
H2H $ H’H @ H’F $ PH’F=H2H $ E* @F* CE F*, where /? is the Bockstein map 
(because the restriction of an admissible extension to F is abelian). On the other hand, 
for R as in Remark 4.7(5), and this is easily seen to be 
E@ Q(G) @ Q(G) 
R 
$Ec~FFF~s@)~$E@FFF. 
Details are left to the reader. 
10. Enriching mixed Lie algebras? 
10.1. We have seen that the functor (FiZ)f’ gr’3 - A?‘L@~ is faithful and essentially 
surjective. This result may be viewed as interesting but worth an improvement (another 
example of a faithful, essentially surjective functor is the forgetful functor (groups) + 
(sets)!). It would be nice to refine gr13 into an equivalence of categories g^;‘3 
__ 53 
where the category ~5%’ would be an enrichment of _&Z&3, still of a multilinear 
nature, and the vertical functor a forgetful functor. 
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At present we are not able to define a category J&Y such that the above conditions 
are satisfied. The aim of this section, however, is to give ideas on the structures which 
should presumably be involved in the definition of such a category. 
10.2. Let G be a p-filtered group and A = gr G. Let a E A1 be such that q(a) = 0 E AZ. 
If a” is a lift of a in G, we have ip E Gc3). The image of Zp in A3 does not depend 
only on a, but also on the choice of the lifting &. However, changing 2 into Zb with 
b E Gc2) changes iP’ into 
(a”!~)” F iPbP (mod Y~(H)~“J~(H)), 
(H = (a”,b), cf(3)) at least for p>2, so that (in this case) the image of S’ in A3/q(Al) 
does not depend on the choice of 6. In other words, we have defined for p > 2 a map 
qC2) :Ker q n Al + Aj/q(Az). 
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This is an example of an “enrichment” on the structure of the mixed Lie algebra 
A = gr G. Similarly, let a, b E Al be such that [a, b] = 0 E AZ. One sees in the same way 
as above that, if 6,& are lifts of a, b in G, the image of the commutator [Z,b”] E Gc3) 
in A~/[AI,A~] only depends on a and b. 
We can go further in this direction. Let gt, hl,. . .,gm, h,, kl,. . . , k, E G be such 
that 
fi [gi, hi, fi kJ” E GC3). 
i=l j=l 
It is easily checked that the image of this element in Aj/[A,,Az] + q(A2) only 
pends on 
“2 
([>134) 
Cq,Ahi+~k,EKer(A2A,(f.A, -AI), 
i=l j=l 
and depends linearly on it (if p >2: when p = 2 one should use squaring 
Ker(T2(Al) -% Al)). So we get a well-defined “secondary” homomorphism 
de- 
and 
Y 
(2) 
Kerh (td 12 + A2 > --+ Coker(s2(t2A)s + As). 
Although suggestive, this enriched structure is not enough to define a good category 
- <3 
.A&- . For example, for a group G of p-class 3 provided with its Frattini filtration, 
the target group of qc2) is 0 by Proposition 3.19, so this extra structure will certainly 
not separate isomorphism classes! The answer seems to be that, given an element 
x E Ker(sr(trA)l + AZ), the element qC2)(x) is in general well-defined in a larger quo- 
tient of A3, which depends on x: if we represent x as above, it is enough to quotient 
A3 by 
V = 5 fA2TTjil +2 [A2,%1 + q(A2)t 
i=l i=l 
at least for p>2. This subgroup of A3 depends on the particular way x is represented 
in Ker(st (tlA)2 + AZ), so one could replace it by the intersection of all Vs corre- 
sponding to such representations (we do not know of an intrinsic description of this 
intersection!). One should investigate, however, the additivity properties of this col- 
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lection of elements, so that it is not clear what the exact definition of J&Y should 
be. 
We shall see, nevertheless, that this line of investigation goes in the right direction 
at least if we restrict to semi-trivial mixed Lie algebras of length 3. Let 
be the full subcategory of &EY13 consisting of those algebras A = (Al,A2, A3) such 
that the maps Al x A2 3 A3 and A 2 2 A3 are identically 0, and let (FiZ)tzr be the 
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full subcategory of (Fil)f3 consisting of those G such that gr G E J&‘&~. Objects of 
(FiZ)fiI and M_Y?$3 are called semi-trivial. 
, 
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Definition 10.3. (1) We define a category JCZSt (enriched semi-trivial length 3 mixed 
Lie algebras) as follows: 
- <3 
(a) An object of JCZS~ is a semi-trivial mixed Lie algebra A of length 3, provided 
with a homomorphism 
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(b) A morphism of k’_fZSt is a morphism of semi-trivial mixed Lie algebras A L B 
such that the diagram 
4 
(2) 
Ker(sl(hAh + A21 - A3 
f* 
1 
13 
1 
4 (2) 
Ker(sl(Wz + B2) + B3 
commutes, where f* is the homomorphism induced by f, and f2. 
(2) We define a functor 
by associating to a semi-trivial length 3 filtered group G its mixed Lie algebra gr G 
provided with the enriched structure defined by the p-th power and commutator maps 
as in 10.2. 
Theorem 10.4. The functor @z3 is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. The faithfulness of gYr23 follows from that of gr53; we have to prove fullness 
and essential surjectivity. 
Let G be a p-filtered group of length 2 and A an elementary abelian p-group. The 
functor grz” induces a map 
PG,~ : Ker(@,,,(~,A) + Hom(s2(&)3,A)) + Hom(Kerh(tlA>2 + Az),A) 
(9) 
which is natural in A, hence additive by Proposition 1.11. Let Ai = gr’G (i = 1,2). 
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Lemma 10.5. (1) The diagram 
H’(A2,A) A H2(A,,A) 
1 
1 OA,.A I 
I:,; 1 
Ho&4d) 2 Hom(a(AlW) 
bchere 6 is the transgression map in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the 
extension 1 + A2 + G + Al -+ 1, &A, :sl(A1)2 -+ A2 is the counit of the adjunction 
(~1, tl ) and the left vertical map is the obvious map, anticommutes. 
(2) The mup ~6%~ of (9) is bijective. 
Proof. (1) The explicit description of 6 (see [6, pp. 128%1291) shows that it can be 
computed as follows: let f E H’(Al,A), viewed as a homomorphism from A2 to A. 
Then 6(f) = - f *c, where c E H*(A, ,A2) is the class of the extension G. It is then 
enough to check 1) over IdA, E H’(A2, AZ) (in the case A = AZ), in which case it follows 
tautologically from the definition of OA,,Ar. This yields a If-commutative diagram with 
exact rows: 
H’(A2,A) A H2(A,,A) - Ker Oc,A -0 
1 
1 K, ,A I PG.A 
If 1 1 
Hom(A2,A) 2 Hom(.sl(Ai)2,A) - Hom(Ker(sf(Ai)z ---) A2),A) ------t 0 
hence (2) follows from (1). 
We now prove fullness and essential surjectivity in Theorem 10.4 just as in 
Section 7. Essential surjectivity follows from the essential surjectivity of gr<* 
(Theorem 7.1) and the surjectivity of p~,~. Similarly, let G,H E (El)::,, A =@G, 
B = @H and u : A + B a morphism in zs:‘. Let G = G/A3 and H = HIB3. By 
Theorem 7.1, t2(u) comes from a homomorphism of filtered groups U: G -+ f?. Let 
c E H&,(c,A3), c’ E H,&,(fi, B3) be the classes of the extensions G and H: they actu- 
ally sit, respectively, in Ker 19,,,~ and Ker 6~~~~. The hypothesis that u is a morphism 
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in .,&MS1 implies that p~,B,(U*~‘)=p~B,(~~*~)~Hom(Ker(s~(ttA)2 + A2),B3). The 
injectivity of ~6,~~ now implies that U’c’ =u~*c E Ker@c_+ hence a commutative 
diagram similar to (8). 0 
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